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ABSTRACT
Context. The system of four planets discovered around the intermediate-mass star HR8799 offers a unique opportunity to test planet
formation theories at large orbital radii and to probe the physics and chemistry at play in the atmospheres of self-luminous young
(∼30 Myr) planets. We recently obtained new photometry of the four planets and low-resolution (R∼30) spectra of HR8799 d and e
with the SPHERE instrument (paper III).
Aims. In this paper (paper IV), we aim to use these spectra and available photometry to determine how they compare to known objects,
what the planet physical properties are, and how their atmospheres work.
Methods. We compare the available spectra, photometry, and spectral-energy distribution (SED) of the planets to field dwarfs and
young companions. In addition, we use the extinction from corundum, silicate (enstatite and forsterite), or iron grains likely to
form in the atmosphere of the planets to try to better understand empirically the peculiarity of their spectrophotometric properties.
To conclude, we use three sets of atmospheric models (BT-SETTL14, Cloud-AE60, Exo-REM) to determine which ingredients are
critically needed in the models to represent the SED of the objects, and to constrain their atmospheric parameters (T eff , log g, M/H).
Results. We find that HR8799d and e properties are well reproduced by those of L6-L8 dusty dwarfs discovered in the field, among
which some are candidate members of young nearby associations. No known object reproduces well the properties of planets b and c.
Nevertheless, we find that the spectra and WISE photometry of peculiar and/or young early-T dwarfs reddened by submicron grains
made of corundum, iron, enstatite, or forsterite successfully reproduce the SED of these planets. Our analysis confirms that only the
Exo-REM models with thick clouds fit (within 2σ) the whole set of spectrophotometric datapoints available for HR8799 d and e
for T eff = 1200 K, log g in the range 3.0-4.5, and M/H=+0.5. The models still fail to reproduce the SED of HR8799c and b. The
determination of the metallicity, log g, and cloud thickness are degenerate.
Conclusions. Our empirical analysis and atmospheric modelling show that an enhanced content in dust and decreased CIA of H2 is
certainly responsible for the deviation of the properties of the planet with respect to field dwarfs. The analysis suggests in addition
that HR8799c and b have later spectral types than the two other planets, and therefore could both have lower masses.
Key words. Instrumentation: high angular resolution, spectrographs, Techniques: imaging spectroscopy, Stars: HR8799, Planets and
Satellites: detection, fundamental parameters, atmospheres
1. Introduction
Direct imaging (DI) of nearby stars represents the only viable
method to complete our view of the planetary system architec-
tures, related formation mechanisms, and dynamical evolution at
large (> 5 AU) separations. Nowadays, more than 40 planetary
mass companions have been detected using DI1. Most of them
are found orbiting at large separations ( 50 AU) around young
(< 300 Myr) K- and M-type stars. The large projected separa-
tions and high mass ratio between the system components, sug-
gest that alternative formation mechanisms to the classical Core-
? Based on observations collected at the European Southern Obser-
vatory, Chile, during the commissioning of the SPHERE instrument
1 http://www.exoplanet.eu/
accretion paradigm (Pollack et al. 1996) are responsible for this
population of objects.
Nonetheless, the favorable contrast of these companions with
their host stars and the angular separation of the systems on
sky make them amenable to follow-up multi-band photometry
and near-infrared (1-2.5 µm) spectroscopy. The companions are
found to share the characteristics of young free-floating brown
dwarfs (red near-infrared colors, triangular H-band shape, re-
duced alkali lines) discovered in clusters, star forming regions,
and young nearby associations (Lucas et al. 2001; Kirkpatrick
et al. 2006; Lodieu et al. 2008; Rice et al. 2010; Alves de Oliveira
et al. 2012; Allers & Liu 2013; Alves de Oliveira et al. 2013;
Gagné et al. 2014a,b; Bonnefoy et al. 2014a; Dawson et al.
2014; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2014). Among them, 2MASSW
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J1207334-393254 b (hereafter 2M1207b; Chauvin et al. 2004),
2MASS J01225093-2439505 b (Bowler et al. 2013), and VHS
J125601.92-125723.9 b (Gauza et al. 2015) appear to lie at
the transition between the cloudy L-type and cloudless T-type
dwarfs. Because they orbit stars with known distance, age, and
(sometimes) metallicity, these rare young L/T-type companions
offer the opportunity to study the key processes driving the dis-
appearance of dust grains in the atmosphere of planets and brown
dwarfs (e.g. Stephens et al. 2009). Both 2MASSW J1207334-
393254 b and VHS J125601.92-125723.9 b are underluminous
with respect to field dwarfs. Modelling with atmospheric mod-
els of the flux and spectral shape of these objets suggests that
their atmospheres have a high content in atmospheric dust (thick
clouds) and might be affected by non-equilibrium chemistry
(Barman et al. 2011b; Skemer et al. 2011, 2014). The red spectra,
colors and luminosity problem of these extreme objets are also
observed for a growing population of isolated dusty L dwarfs
identified in the field (e.g. Liu et al. 2013; Schneider et al. 2014;
Marocco et al. 2014; Gizis et al. 2015).
The breaktrougth detections of four young, warm
(T eff ∼ 1000K), and self-luminous planets around the A-
type star HR8799 (Marois et al. 2008, 2010) has opened a new
window for the constraint of planet formation processes and
physics of gas giants soon after their formation. HR8799 (HD
218396; V432 Pegasi) is a 1.5M star (Gray & Kaye 1999;
Baines et al. 2012) located at a distance of 39.4 ± 1.0 pc (van
Leeuwen 2007). At the estimated age of the system (∼30 Myr,
Marois et al. 2010; Baines et al. 2012; Malo et al. 2013), the
luminosity of the four planets yields estimated masses of ∼7,
7, 7, and 5 MJup using "hot-start" cooling tracks (Baraffe et al.
2003). Their mass ratio with their host star and short projected
separations (∼15–70 AU) distinguish them from the population
of previously known planetary mass companions. The existence
of a warm inner belt of debris and cold Kuiper belt bracketing
the orbits of the planets (Su et al. 2009; Hughes et al. 2011;
Matthews et al. 2014; Contro et al. 2015) indicates that the
companions likely formed into a circumstellar disk.
Beyond our Solar System, HR8799 provides the only sam-
ple of companions most likely originating from a "planet-like"
formation process (Pollack et al. 1996; Boss 1997; Lambrechts
& Johansen 2012) that allow for comparative characterization.
So far, studies of the atmospheres of HR 8799 bcde were con-
ducted using mostly photometric measurements in the infrared
(1-5 µm) (Marois et al. 2008, 2010; Lafrenière et al. 2009; Hinz
et al. 2010; Janson et al. 2010; Currie et al. 2011a; Galicher et al.
2011; Skemer et al. 2012; Esposito et al. 2013; Skemer et al.
2014; Currie et al. 2014). The measurements indicate that the
four planets add to the restrained list of young companions at
the L/T transition. They are also underluminous with respect to
field dwarf counterparts (Marois et al. 2008, 2010).
Similar to the case of 2M1207b, the planets spectrophotom-
etry are better reproduced by models with thick clouds (e.g. Bar-
man et al. 2011a; Madhusudhan et al. 2011; Marley et al. 2012).
Models with local variation of the cloud thickness (“patchy"
clouds) have been proposed to improve the fit of the planet spec-
tral energy distributions (SEDs; Currie et al. 2011a; Skemer et al.
2012; Currie et al. 2014). At longer wavelengths, the planets
show evidence for disequilibrium carbon chemistry, exhibiting
weak CH4 absorption at 3.3 µm and strong CO absorption at 5
µm (Hinz et al. 2010; Janson et al. 2010; Galicher et al. 2011;
Skemer et al. 2012, 2014; Currie et al. 2014).
Near-infrared integral field spectroscopy (1-2.5 µm) with the
KECK/OSIRIS and P1640 instruments (Bowler et al. 2010; Bar-
man et al. 2011a, 2015; Konopacky et al. 2013; Oppenheimer
et al. 2013) provided a direct evidence for CO and H2O absorp-
tion. They revealed the lack of strong CH4 absorption, altough
such absorption appears in the spectra of old field dwarfs at sim-
ilar effective temperatures. This confirmed the efficient vertical
mixing and disequilibrium CO/CH4 chemistry in the atmosphere
of the planets. These spectra along with the existing photometry
were used to investigate whether traces of (differential) heavy
element enrichment at formation could be retrieved in the atmo-
sphere of HR8799b and c (Lee et al. 2013; Konopacky et al.
2013; Barman et al. 2015) and help in discriminating between
different formation pathways (e.g. Helled & Bodenheimer 2010;
Öberg et al. 2011).
Additional spectra are still needed in order to deepen our
understanding of the physics and chemistry of these objects.
The new generation of high-contrast imaging instruments such
as SPHERE, GPI, and ScEXAO (Beuzit et al. 2008; Macintosh
et al. 2014; Martinache & Guyon 2009) can now provide in a
single shot the emission spectra of planets in the near-infrared
(1-2.5 µm) at small angular separation without being limited by
the contaminating stellar halo.
Ingraham et al. (2014) already presented K-band (1.9-2.4
µm) GPI low-resolution (R∼60 to 80) spectra for planets c and
d. In this paper we take advantage of the new low-resolution
(R∼30) 0.98-1.64 µm spectra of HR8799d and e, and photometry
of the four planets, obtained by SPHERE (Zurlo et al. submitted;
hereafter Paper III), and of previously published photometry of
the planets, to reinvestigate the properties of the planets.
The outline of the paper is the following: in Section 2, we
give a summary of the photometric points available from litera-
ture and from the new SPHERE measurements used in this study.
We conduct in Section 3 an analysis of the spectral properties of
the planets based on the comparison to known objects. We ex-
tend this analysis in Section 4 with the use of atmospheric mod-
els. Our results are compared to previous studies and discussed
in Section 5. We summarize our findings in Section 6.
2. Data sample
SPHERE provided H2 (1.593 µm), H3 (1.667 µm), K1 (2.110
µm), and K2 (2.251 µm) narrow-band and J broad-band (1.245
µm) photometry of the four planets, in addition to the 0.96-1.64
µm low-resolution spectra of planets d and e. The K1-K2 pho-
tometry overlaps with the GPI spectra of HR8799c and d (Ingra-
ham et al. 2014), and the OSIRIS spectrum of HR8799b (Bar-
man et al. 2011a). For the latter, we considered the re-extracted
spectrum of the planet presented in Barman et al. (2015). The
Keck He I B, H2(ν=1-0), Brγ, and H2 (ν=2-1) photometry of
HR8799b provided in Barman et al. (2011a) is also redundant
with the OSIRIS spectrum. The J-band photometry of HR8799d
and e is in agreement with the SPHERE spectra.
We attempted to add to the analysis the P1640 IFS spectra
of HR8799b and c originally obtained by Oppenheimer et al.
(2013) and re-extracted by Pueyo et al. (2015). The P1640 spec-
trum of HR8799b appears to be dominated by noise below 1.4
µm and is super-seeded by the one obtained by Barman et al.
(2011a) at longer wavelengths. We did not use it for that reason.
Conversely, the spectrum of HR8799c was flux-calibrated using
the SPHERE J-band photometry and used in our analysis.
We completed these data shortward of 2.5 µm with Subaru z
band photometry (Currie et al. 2011a) of HR8799 b (upper limits
for HR8799 c and d), and LBT/PISCES H-band of the four ob-
jects (Skemer et al. 2012). We took the Keck Ks-band photome-
try of the four planets on top of theCH4,S /CH4,L for HR8799cde
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published in Marois et al. (2008, 2010). The CH4,S /CH4,L pho-
tometry of HR8799 b and c is in agreement with the P1640 and
OSIRIS data. The CH4,L photometry of HR8799c however does
not agree with the SPHERE H3 photometry although the two
filters overlap. It is at odds with the current knowledge of the
planet SED and was discarded (see Section 3). We also chose
not to account for the HST photometry of HR8799b obtained
by Rajan et al. (2015) because of the discrepancy of this pho-
tometry with that obtained at z and J bands from the ground and
whose origin is unclear (see Section 5.1). The HST photometry
obtained for the c planet is consistent, but redundant, with the
P1640 spectrum. We did not consider it as well for that reason.
Longward of 2.5 µm, we added the Keck/NIRC2 L’ and
VLT/NaCo [4.05] photometry from Currie et al. (2014), and the
M’ band photometry from Galicher et al. (2011). We considered
the [3.3µm] photometry for the four planets and the narrow-band
(L_ND1 to L_ND5) photometry of HR8799c and d obtained
with LBT/LMIRCam by Skemer et al. (2012) and Skemer et al.
(2014).
We converted each published contrast to fluxes using the
flux-calibrated model spectra of HR8799A produced in paper
III. We summarized the fluxes of HR 8799 bcde considered for
this study into Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4. They are plotted in Figure 4.
The following analysis assumes that if the planets turn out to
be variable, the multi-epoch measurements considered above are
not strongly affected by the variability.
3. Empirical study
3.1. Comparison to benchmark objects
We showed in paper III that among a large sample of MLT field
dwarfs from the SpeXPrism library, the colors of HR8799bcde
and spectra of the d and e planets were best reproduced by those
of some dusty L dwarfs. We took advantage of the new SPHERE
data to make a more in-depth empirical analysis of the planet
spectra and photometric data points.
3.1.1. Colors
We use the two color-color diagrams shown in paper III and
added the colors of the red L and T dwarfs (green and yel-
low stars in Figures 1 and 2): WISEPA J020625.26+264023.6
and WISEPA J164715.59+563208.2 (L9pec, Kirkpatrick et al.
2011), PSO J318.5338-22.8603 (L7 ± 1, Liu et al. 2013),
WISE J174102.78-464225.5 (L7pec ±2, Schneider et al.
2014), WISEP J004701.06+680352 (L7pec, Gizis et al.
2015), ULAS J222711-004547 (L7pec, Marocco et al. 2014),
WISEJ064205.58+410155.5 (L/Tpec, Mace et al. 2013), WISE
J173859.27+614242.1 (L/Tpec, Mace et al. 2013). For that pur-
pose, we smoothed the low-resolution spectra of the objects to
the resolution of the narrowest IRDIS filter, used the IRDIS fil-
ter pass-bands, a model of the Paranal atmospheric transmission
generated with the ESO Skycalc web application2 (Noll et al.
2012; Jones et al. 2013), and a model spectrum of Vega (Bohlin
2007). The same procedure was applied to the continuous 1.1-
2.5 µm spectra of the moderately young companions HN Peg B
(age ∼ 0.3 ± 0.2 Gyr, Luhman et al. 2007), VHS 1256-1257 B
(Gauza et al. 2015), the younger companion 2MASS J01225093-
2439505 b (possibly ∼ 10-120 Myr old, Bowler et al. 2013, Rojo
et al. 2015, in prep.).
2 http://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?INS.MO-
DE=swspectr+INS.NAME=SKYCALC
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Fig. 1. Comparison of HR 8799 bcde colors inferred from the IRDIS
photometry of the system to those of M, L, T field dwarfs (dots), and of
young companions and red dwarfs straddling the L/T transition (green
stars). Reddening vectors for a 0.5 mag K band extinction and redden-
ing parameters RV = 3.1 and 5.5 are overlaid (red and blue arrows). We
show the reddening vector for forsterite dust grains with size distribu-
tion centered on radii r = 0.8 µm (green arrow), r = 0.4 µm (violet-
purple arrow), and r = 0.2 µm (orange arrow), as well as the vectors for
different grain species in gray (AK = 0.15 mag considered).
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for the J − K1 versus H2 − K1 colors.
In the color-color diagrams, the red L6-L8 dwarfs and
the young and dusty L4-L6 companions 2MASS J01225093-
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Table 1. Currently available fluxes of HR 8799 b at 10 pc gathered from narrow-band and broad-band photometry.
Filter λ FWHM Abs. Flux err. Flux + err. Flux - Ref
(µm) (µm) (W.m-2.µm−1) (W.m-2.µm−1) (W.m-2.µm−1)
z- Subaru 1.02 0.103 2.99400e-16 9.17000e-17 7.02000e-17 2
BB_J 1.245 0.200 6.41999e-16 6.72532e-17 6.08767e-17 1
H2 1.593 0.052 1.26405e-15 1.90374e-16 1.65454e-16 1
CH4,S -Keck 1.5923 0.1257 1.02200e-15 1.73000e-16 1.48200e-16 3
H- LBT 1.633 0.296 1.10100e-15 1.40000e-16 1.24200e-16 4
H3 1.667 0.054 1.41690e-15 1.60663e-16 1.44301e-16 1
CH4,L- Keck 1.6809 0.1368 1.10600e-15 1.99000e-16 1.69100e-16 3
He I B- Keck 2.0563 0.0326 6.02652e-16 4.96300e-17 4.96300e-17 5
K1 2.110 0.102 1.05039e-15 8.53835e-17 7.89649e-17 1
H2(ν=1-0) - Keck 2.1281 0.0342 1.00619e-15 7.28200e-17 7.28160e-17 5
Ks- Keck 2.146 0.311 1.03700e-15 8.00000e-17 7.34000e-17 3
Brγ2 - Keck 2.1686 0.0326 1.05821e-15 7.64899e-17 7.65020e-17 5
K2 2.251 0.109 9.71028e-16 1.01722e-16 9.20764e-17 1
H2(ν=2-1) - Keck 2.2622 0.0388 8.02563e-16 6.44390e-17 6.44390e-17 5
[3.3] 3.31 0.40 4.38455e-16 4.67493e-17 4.22455e-17 4
L′- Keck 3.776 0.700 4.71200e-16 4.54000e-17 4.15000e-17 6
[4.05] 4.051 0.02 6.87300e-16 1.24000e-16 1.05000e-16 6
M′- Keck 4.670 0.241 1.28900e-16 4.10000e-17 3.11200e-17 7
Notes. [1] - Zurlo et al. 2015 (paper III), [2] - Currie et al. (2011a), [3] - Marois et al. (2008), [4] - Skemer et al. (2012), [5] - Barman et al. (2011a),
[6] - Currie et al. (2014), [7] - Galicher et al. (2011).
Table 2. Same as Table 1 but for HR 8799 c.
Filter λ FWHM Abs. Flux err. Flux + err. Flux - Ref
(µm) (µm) (W.m-2.µm−1) (W.m-2.µm−1) (W.m-2.µm−1)
z- Subaru 1.02 0.103 <1.514e-15 . . . . . . 2
BB_J 1.245 0.200 1.90342e-15 2.68309e-16 2.35162e-16 1
H2 1.593 0.052 3.14605e-15 4.13797e-16 3.65694e-16 1
CH4,S - Keck 1.5923 0.1257 2.407e-15 4.60000e-16 3.87000e-16 3
H- LBT 1.633 0.296 2.52200e-15 4.28000e-16 3.65000e-16 4
H3 1.667 0.054 3.55910e-15 4.03568e-16 3.62471e-16 1
CH4,L-Keck 1.6809 0.1368 2.75200e-15 5.27000e-16 4.42000e-16 3
K1 2.110 0.102 2.54302e-15 1.89672e-16 1.76507e-16 1
Ks- Keck 2.146 0.311 2.42000e-15 1.86000e-16 1.71000e-16 3
K2 2.251 0.109 2.69918e-15 2.39213e-16 2.19739e-16 1
L_ND1 3.04 0.15 1.34456e-15 1.99199e-16 1.73497e-16 5
L_ND2 3.16 0.08 1.12583e-15 2.27715e-16 1.89405e-16 5
[3.3] 3.31 0.40 1.10135e-15 1.17429e-16 1.06116e-16 4
L_ND3 3.31 0.16 1.12904e-15 1.67271e-16 1.45687e-16 5
L_ND4 3.46 0.16 1.44899e-15 2.14673e-16 1.86971e-16 5
L_ND5 3.59 0.06 1.50659e-15 2.23207e-16 1.94403e-16 5
L′- Keck 3.776 0.700 1.04000e-15 8.00000e-17 7.35000e-17 6
L_ND6 3.78 0.19 1.22305e-15 1.81199e-16 1.57816e-16 5
[4.05] 4.051 0.02 1.50400e-15 1.15000e-16 1.07000e-16 6
M′- Keck 4.670 0.241 3.29800e-16 4.54000e-17 3.99000e-17 7
Notes. [1] - Zurlo et al. 2015 (paper III), [2] - Currie et al. (2011a), [3] - Marois et al. (2008), [4] - Skemer et al. (2012), [5] - Skemer et al. (2014),
[6] - Currie et al. (2014), [7] - Galicher et al. (2011).
2439505 b and VHS J125601.92-125723.9 B deviate from the
sequence of field dwarfs. These objects have similar colors to
HR 8799 bcde planets. The dwarfs WISE0206, WISE0642, and
WISE1647 together with the young T2 companion HN Peg B
and the T0.5-T1.5 dwarf SDSS J151643.01+305344.4 (hereafter
SDSS J1516) seem to be later-type objects than the L6-L8 red
dwarfs, but still have redder colors than the sequence of field
dwarfs.
3.1.2. Spectra and SEDs
We compare in Fig. 3 the IFS spectra of HR 8799 d and e to the
ones of the aforementioned red dwarfs and companions. We con-
sidered as well a comparison to the spectra of the companions
HD 203030B (age ∼ 0.13-0.4 Gyr, Metchev & Hillenbrand 2006,
Rojo et al. 2015, in prep) and 2M1207b (8 Myr, Patience et al.
2010). This enables to identify 1.1-1.2 µm and 1.35 − 1.55µm
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Table 3. Same as Table 1 but for HR 8799 d.
Filter λ FWHM Abs. Flux err. Flux + err. Flux - Ref
(µm) (µm) (W.m-2.µm−1) (W.m-2.µm−1) (W.m-2.µm−1)
z- Subaru 1.02 0.103 <5.758e-15 . . . . . . 2
BB_J 1.245 0.200 1.92103e-15 7.92081e-16 5.60835e-16 1
H2 1.593 0.052 3.35557e-15 6.06092e-16 5.13367e-16 1
CH4,S -Keck 1.5923 0.1257 2.94700e-15 9.38000e-16 7.11000e-16 3
H- LBT 1.633 0.296 2.40900e-15 5.41000e-16 4.42000e-16 4
H3 1.667 0.054 3.33687e-15 5.68760e-16 4.85937e-16 1
CH4,L- Keck 1.6809 0.1368 1.48500e-15 3.50000e-16 2.84000e-16 3
K1 2.110 0.102 2.51970e-15 2.23310e-16 2.05128e-16 1
Ks- Keck 2.146 0.311 2.46500e-15 2.89000e-16 2.58000e-16 3
K2 2.251 0.109 2.74936e-15 3.11751e-16 2.80002e-16 1
L_ND1 3.04 0.15 1.34456e-15 2.71950e-16 2.26210e-16 5
L_ND2 3.16 0.08 1.29263e-15 3.34690e-16 2.65860e-16 5
[3.3] 3.31 0.40 1.32411e-15 1.41180e-16 1.27580e-16 4
L_ND3 3.31 0.16 9.83352e-16 1.98898e-16 1.65435e-16 5
L_ND4 3.46 0.16 1.44899e-15 2.93080e-16 2.43770e-16 5
L_ND5 3.59 0.06 1.57760e-15 2.33720e-16 2.03570e-16 5
L′- Keck 3.776 0.700 1.20600e-15 1.04000e-16 9.60000e-17 6
L_ND6 3.78 0.19 1.28069e-15 1.89730e-16 1.65260e-16 5
[4.05] 4.051 0.02 1.64900e-15 2.27000e-16 2.00000e-16 6
M′- Keck 4.670 0.241 4.68000e-16 1.78000e-16 1.29000e-16 7
Notes. [1] - Zurlo et al. 2015 (paper III), [2] - Currie et al. (2011a), [3] - Marois et al. (2008), [4] - Skemer et al. (2012), [5] - Skemer et al. (2014),
[6] - Currie et al. (2014), [7] - Galicher et al. (2011).
Table 4. Same as Table 1 but for HR 8799 e.
Filter λ FWHM Abs. Flux err. Flux + err. Flux - Ref
(µm) (µm) (W.m-2.µm−1) (W.m-2.µm−1) (W.m-2.µm−1)
BB_J 1.245 0.200 2.28841e-15 5.09894e-16 4.16985e-16 1
H2 1.593 0.052 3.71335e-15 7.87435e-16 6.49673e-16 1
H3 1.667 0.054 3.90247e-15 8.69535e-16 7.11092e-16 1
H- LBT 1.633 0.296 3.32500e-15 7.47000e-16 6.10000e-16 3
K1 2.110 0.102 2.71237e-15 3.07557e-16 2.76235e-16 1
K2 2.251 0.109 2.80048e-15 3.42574e-16 3.05238e-16 1
Ks- Keck 2.146 0.311 3.01900e-15 8.17000e-16 6.43000e-16 2
[3.3] 3.31 0.40 1.32411e-15 2.82550e-16 2.32860e-16 3
L′- Keck 3.776 0.700 1.21700e-15 1.42000e-16 1.28000e-16 4
[4.05] 4.051 0.02 1.89300e-15 3.83000e-16 3.18000e-16 4
M′- Keck 4.670 0.241 <2.006e-15 . . . . . . 5
Notes. [1] - Zurlo et al. 2015 (paper III), [2] - Marois et al. (2010), [3] - Skemer et al. (2012), [4] - Currie et al. (2014), [5] - Galicher et al. (2011).
H2O absorption of both exoplanets. The HR 8799 d spectrum is
best reproduced by the one of the young L7 companion VHS
J125601.92-125723.9 b. The one of HR 8799 e is also well fitted
by the one of the peculiar L/T transition dwarf WISE0642.
Ultimately, we attempted a comparison of the 0.96 to
4.67 µm SED of the planets to those of red L dwarfs built
from their flux-calibrated near-infrared spectra and WISE W1
(λc = 3.35 µm, bandwidth=0.66 µm) and W2 (λc = 4.60 µm,
bandwidth=1.04 µm) photometry, or taken from Stephens et al.
(2009).
The results are reported in Fig. 4. Only a few known objects
match the SED of the d and e planets. The SED of HR 8799 e
is well reproduced by the one of WISE0047 (L7). The two red
dwarfs WISE1738 (late-L) and WISE 1741 (L7) also provide a
decent fit, but reproduce less well the IFS spectrum of the planet.
The SED of HR8799d is best fitted by the one of PSOJ318-22
(L7). We find that the two L7 dwarfs WISE1741 and ULAS2227
provide a better match of the 3-4 µm flux of the planet at the price
of a worse fit of the IFS spectra.
We do not find a good fitting template for HR8799b and
c. The L/T transition dwarf WISE1741-46 reproduces the
presently available SED of HR 8799 c, apart for the strength
of the water absorption from 1.9 to 2.0 µm. ULAS2227 and
WISE1741 provide a good fit of the Y , J, [3.3], L′, and M′ band
fluxes for the planet b but fail to reproduce the shape of the
OSIRIS HK band spectrum obtained by Barman et al. (2011a).
The deeper water-bands in the H and K bands (see Fig. 4)
in the spectrum of these planets suggest that they both have
latter spectral types than HR 8799 d and e. The comparison to
newly discovered L9pec-T2pec dwarfs in the near-future (e.g.
Kellogg & Metchev 2014) may nevertheless solve the issue. The
good matches found from the analysis of the SED and spectra
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Fig. 3. Comparison of HR 8799 d and e normalized low-resolution
SPHERE YJH band spectra to those of red late-L and early-T dwarfs.
of HR8799d and e confirm the analysis based on Figures 1 and 2.
Most of the companions and red dwarfs representing well
the properties of HR8799d and e are thought to be low-mass and
low surface gravity objects in the Solar neighbourhood. Gagné
et al. (2014c) deduce that WISE0047 and PSOJ318-22 are strong
candidates of the AB Doradus and βPictoris moving groups, re-
spectively. WISE1741 is also proposed as potential member of
one of these two groups (Schneider et al. 2014). We note that, if
truly members of these groups, all these objects have estimated
masses 6-18 MJup, which bracket the present mass estimates of
the two planets.
3.2. Effect of additional cloud opacity
The deviation of the colors of young and dusty dwarfs, and of
the HR 8799 planets with respect to the sequence of field dwarfs
in Fig. 1 and 2 follows the reddening vector computed from the
synthetic interstellar extinction curves of Draine (2003a), Draine
(2003b), and Draine (2003c) with RV = 3.1 and 5.5. These
curves are based on a model of extinction caused by a mixture of
silicate and carboneous grains with log-normal size distributions
extending from 3.5 Å to µm-size3. The models with RV = 3.1
and 5.5 consider grain abundances per unit H column of C/H=
55.8 ppm (in log-normal size distributions) and 42.6 ppm respec-
tively. This result is consistent with the results of Marocco et al.
(2014), who show that the spectra of red L6-L8 dwarfs could
match partially the 0.7-2.5 µm spectra of mid to late-L field-
dwarfs once dereddened by interstellar extinction laws (Cardelli
et al. 1989; Fitzpatrick 1999).
3 The smallest carboneous grains are PAH molecules. The largest
grains consist of graphite. And grains of intermediate size have opti-
cal properties intermediate between those of PAHs and graphite. The
silicate grains are composed of olivine species (Draine & Lee 1984).
Marocco et al. (2014) showed that the near-infrared spectra
of red L dwarfs dereddened by corundum (Al2O3), iron (Fe), or
enstatite (MgSiO3) extinctions could also provide a good match
to standard field dwarfs spectra. These three grains species along
with forsterite (Mg2SiO4) are expected to play a dominant role
onto the chemistry and radiative transfer into the atmosphere of
brown dwarfs and warm young giant planets (Fegley & Lodders
1996; Tsuji et al. 1996; Allard et al. 2001; Lodders & Fegley
2002; Visscher et al. 2010). Therefore, we used the extinctions
curves of corundum, enstatite, and iron computed by Marocco
et al. (2014) for a range of characteristic grain radii (hereafter
r) from 0.05 to 1.00 µm, in steps of 0.05 µm for the analysis of
HR8799 planet properties. For each mean grain size, a Gaussian
size distribution of width
√
2σ = 0.1×r is adopted. We also com-
puted for this work the extinction curves of amorphous forsterite
(Mg2SiO4) following the procedure described in Marocco et al.
(2014). We used for those grains the optical constants of Scott
& Duley (1996). Corundum has a higher condensation tempera-
ture than the other three species considered here (Lodders 2003).
Consequently, it is expected to be found into the hotter deeper
atmospheric layers, unless its distribution is affected by (verti-
cal) mixing. This grains is also expected to occur in an order of
magnitude lower concentrations than forsterite and enstatite in a
solar composition (because Al is at least 10 times less abundant
than Mg and Si).
We used the extinction curves of the grains species consid-
ered here to compute reddening vectors for the SPHERE colors.
We report them in Fig. 1 and 2. The reddening vectors for the
four grain types vary considerably in direction and norm with
the grain size, but they display qualitatively the same behav-
ior. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2 for the forsterite. We also
compare the reddening vectors for the four grain species (gray
arrows) for a AK=0.15 mag. The orientation of the vectors for
the forsterite, corundum, and the enstatite reproduces well the
color deviation of the HR 8799 planets and of the red L dwarfs
only for grains with sizes distributed around r ∼ 0.3 − 0.6 µm.
The iron grains must have sizes distributed around 0.2 µm to re-
produce the color deviation in both diagrams. This is consistent
with the best dereddening values found by Marocco et al. (2014)
for most of the red L6-L7 dwarfs when compared to the spec-
tra of L4.5-L7 field dwarfs. The reddening vectors found for the
0.5 µm forsterite grains are also consistent with the reddening
vectors produced by interstellar dust, which consider this grain
species among a mixture of silicates.
Given the lack of proper empirical templates for HR 8799 b
and c, we investigated whether the available photometry for the
two planets could be reproduced by the spectrum of a dwarf later
than L7 and reddened by the grain opacities studied here. We
considered as original templates the spectra of Stephens et al.
(2009) which cover the 3-4 µm region as well as spectra of stan-
dard L and T fields dwarfs from the SpeXPrim library (∼0.65-
2.55 µm) combined with the existing WISE photometry of the
sources. We let the 2MASS KS band extinction varies between
0 and 3.0 mag in steps of 0.05 mag as well as the grain size (see
above) in the fitting process.We used the g′′ goodness-of-fit in-
dicator defined by Bowler et al. (2010) to identify the best-fitting
template in the wavelength interval 0.95-2.5 µm. This weighted
χ2 indicator accounts for an inhomogeneous sampling of the
SED of the object and errors bars on the template and the ob-
ject. We took the maximum uncertainty of our assymetric error
bars to compute g′′ since we did not have apriori on the posterior
distributions for the photometric values. The fit was repeated for
the four grain species considered above. To conclude, we deter-
mined visually for each grain species which combination of AK
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the current set of spectrophotometric points of HR 8799 b,c,d, and e to the normalized SEDs of red L dwarfs (gray) and to
the SED of peculiar early-T dwarfs reddened by additional forsterite extinction (light blue).
and grain size was needed to ajust the WISE W1 and W2 pho-
tometry of the templates (Cutri & et al. 2012) together with their
1-2.5 µm fluxes onto the SED of the planets.
Among L and T-type field dwarfs standards4, only T1-T2 ob-
jects reddenned either by the extinctions of forsterite, enstatite,
corundum, or iron reproduce the slope of the SED of HR8799b
and c. However, the reddened templates fail to represent the
shape and flux of the planets in the K band. These differences
arise from a variation of the collision-induced absorption of H2
that tends to suppress the K band flux in higher surface-gravity
atmospheres (Borysow et al. 1997).
4 from the SPeXPrism library (Burgasser & McElwain 2006; Bur-
gasser 2007; Burgasser et al. 2010, 2004, 2006; Looper et al. 2007)
The missmatch in the K band is reduced for HR8799b con-
sidering reddenned spectra of the peculiar T2 brown dwarf
2MASS J13243553+6358281 (Looper et al. 2007; Metchev
et al. 2008). Conversely, we find that the reddened spectrum of
SDSS J1516 represents well the 1-2.5 µm flux od HR8799c.
It has been proposed that these sources are younger than the
field population (< 300 Myr, Looper et al. 2007; Stephens
et al. 2009). Marley et al. (2012) noticed that SDSS J1516 has
similar cloud properties as HR8799b,c, and d based on atmo-
spheric modelling. The reddened spectrum of the extremely red
dwarf WISEJ064205.58+410155.5 (Mace et al. 2013), which
could fall into the T-dwarf category, provides a good alterna-
tive fitting solution to the SED of HR 8799 c in the 0.95-2.5
µm range. But its dereddened WISE photometry fails to repro-
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duce the planet flux longward of 3 µm. As noted by Mace et al.
(2013), this object lacks the CH4 absorption in its spectrum, as
HR 8799 c. Gagné et al. (2014c) propose it as a candidate of
the AB Doradus moving group with a modest probability (53%).
Similarly, the reddened spectrum of the extremely red T dwarf
WISEJ075430.95+790957.8 (Mace et al. 2013) reproduces well
the H band shape of HR 8799 b, especially the red slope/plateau
from 1.6 to 1.72 µm and the lack of a methane absorption long-
ward of 1.6 µm. But the fit is not as good for the rest of the SED.
The disagreement between the objects SEDs longward of 3 µm
could be due to a blend of its WISE photometry with that of a
neighboring source (Mace et al. 2013).
We summarize into Table 5 the results of the fits of the
1-2.5 µm and 1-5 µm SED of the planets considering these four
peculiar objects as templates and the different grain species. The
iron grains used for the extra reddenning need to be of smaller
sizes than those of forsterite, enstatite, and corundum. This is in
agreement with Marocco et al. (2014) and the reddening vectors
shown in Figures 1 and 2. We show in Figure 4 the best fit of
the whole SED of HR8799b and c (all grain species considered,
all empirical templates considered). For each grain specie, we
always find a combination of AK and r which reproduces the
SED of the planets. The forsterite grain sizes needed (0.45-0.70
µm) for SDSS J1516 and WISEJ064205.58+410155.5 to match
the whole SED of HR8799c are roughtly consistent with the
reddenning vectors needed to bring the IRDIS colors of these
objects to the location of the planet c in Figures 1 and 2 (yellow
stars). The same is true for 2MASS J13243553+6358281
with respect to HR8799 b. We did not compare the position
of WISEJ075430.95+790957.8 with respect to HR8799 b in
these diagrams since the synthetic J-band IRDIS magnitude is
biased by artefacts in the spectrum of this source around 1.37
µm. However, this object seems to requiere a reddenning with
bigger forsterite, enstatite, or corundum grains than 2MASS
J13243553+6358281 to reproduce the SED of HR8799b.
In summary, our empirical modelling of the presently avail-
able spectrophotometry of HR 8799 d and e suggests that these
planets are part of a growing population of dusty L6-L8 dwarfs.
Furthermore, we show that the properties of the planets b and c
can be explained empirically by an increased amount of occult-
ing photospheric dust with respect to the photosphere of red –
and possibly young – early-T dwarfs known to date. The empir-
ical analysis of HR 8799 b and c is clearly limited by the lack of
young and dusty free-floating objects with spectral types L9-T2.
This motivates the use of atmospheric models to complement the
understanding of the planet properties.
4. Spectral synthesis
4.1. Description of the models and fitting procedure
We compared the available spectrophotometry of HR 8799 bcde
to the predictions of three atmospheric models:
• The Exo-REM models (Baudino, J.L. et al. 2015). The mod-
els account for the formation of condensates from Si and Fe,
the two most abundant condensing elements in exoplanets.
They do not account for non-equilibrium chemistry. But they
are the only models used here to consider the most recent
(EXOMOL) CH4 linelist (Yurchenko & Tennyson 2014). In
addition of T eff , log g, and M/H, the models require as input
the optical depth of the iron cloud (τre f ) at 1.2 µm and the
mean radius r of the particle size. The first grid of synthetic
spectra (hereafter Exo-REM1) corresponds to models where
no cloud forms in the atmosphere of the object (r = 0µm,
τre f=0.). The second grid (hereafter Exo-REM2) considers
r = 30µm and τre f = 0.1 and corresponds to atmospheres
with thin clouds. The third (Exo-REM3) and fourth grids
(Exo-REM4) correspond to models with the same particle
sizes but τre f=1 and 3. The Exo-REM4 models correspond
to the case of a strong impact of the cloud cover ("thick
clouds"). To conclude, the fifth grid (Exo-REM5) explores
the case of an atmosphere with smaller dust grains (r = 3µm)
and a medium content in dust ( τre f=1). The relation between
τre f and the optical depth of iron and forsterite at a pressure
level of one bar is given in Table 3 of Baudino, J.L. et al.
(2015) for the five flavors of Exo-REM models described
above.
• The parametric models of Madhusudhan et al. (2011) already
used to represent the SED of HR8799bcde (Madhusudhan
et al. 2011; Currie et al. 2014). We considered the "thick
cloud" AE models where the particle density decays at the
cloud tops with a scale height that is equal to twice that of the
gas. The cloud particles are distributed in size using the Deir-
mendjian distribution (Sudarsky et al. 2000). We used the
models with a mean particle size of 60µm since the available
grids covered a large interval in log g and T eff . The models
do not handle non-equilibrium chemistry.
• The 2014 version of the PHOENIXBT-Settl atmospheric mod-
els. The models are described in Allard (2014) and Baraffe
et al. (2015). Recent updates to the brown dwarf and plan-
etary domain are reported in Vigan et al., submitted. They
consider the formation and settling of dust particles in a
self-consistent way, e.g. the spatial extent, microphysics, and
composition of the dust cloud is determined by the funda-
mental atmospheric parameters (Teff , log g, composition).
The particle sizes change with the cloud depth and the at-
mospheric parameters, ranging from sub-micron to 102µm
sizes. The chemical model accounts for the non-equilibrium
chemistry of CO, CH4, N2, NH3, and CO2.
The coverage of each model grid is reported in Table 6. The
Exo-REM4 and BT-SETTL grids enable to explore the effect
of metallicity. We used the models with solar metallicity to
compare the results obtained with the different grids first, and
then explored the effect of metallicity later on.
We considered a joint fit of the available spectra, and non-
overlapping broad and narrow-band photometry of the four plan-
ets. The fluxes obtained from the synthetic spectra (fluxes emit-
ted per surface unit at the top of the atmosphere) were fitted onto
the apparent fluxes of the planets using a dilution factor which
scales with the radius of the objects.
In order to account for the non-homogeneous wavelength
sampling of the photometry and spectra and for the filter widths,
we used the G goodness-of-fit indicator proposed by Cushing
et al. (2008). Our implementation of the method is described in
Vigan et al. 2015, submitted. We considered a correlated error
on the absolute photometry of the P1640 spectrum of HR8799c
and OSIRIS spectrum of HR8799b of 0.13 and 0.11 mag, re-
spectively. This corresponds to the uncertainty on the broad-band
photometry of the planets used to flux-calibrate their spectra. We
derived the three most probable fitting solutions inferred from
the Monte-Carlo simulations ( fMC indicator, see Cushing et al.
2008) and kept the one producing the best visual fit.
We also performed a comparison considering a standard χ2.
In that case, the fit is mostly sensitive to the spectral shape, and
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Table 5. Reddening parameters needed to ajust the peculiar T-type templates onto the 1-2.5 µm spectrophotometry of HR8799b and c (r, AK) and
to represent the 1–5 µm SED of these two planets ( rS ED, AKS ED ).
Planet Template Grain specie r AK g” rS ED AKS ED
(µm) (mag)
b 2MASSJ13243553+6358281 Corundum 0.45 0.30 1.93 0.40 0.50
Enstatite 0.45 0.20 1.99 0.50 0.40
Forsterite 0.45 0.30 1.87 0.45 0.30
Iron 0.20 0.30 2.27 0.20 0.40
b WISEJ075430.95+790957.8 Corundum 0.70 0.80 2.90 0.75 2.00
Enstatite 0.80 0.80 3.15 0.80 2.00
Forsterite 0.65 0.90 2.95 0.70 2.20
Iron 0.25 0.60 2.23 0.30 2.40
c SDSSJ151643.01+305344.4 Corundum 0.70 1.20 6.71 0.45 0.35
Enstatite 0.80 1.40 6.75 0.55 0.40
Forsterite 0.65 1.40 6.60 0.45 0.35
Iron 0.25 0.90 6.62 0.20 0.35
c WISEJ064205.58+410155.5 Corundum 0.80 2.0 6.28 0.55 0.45
Enstatite 0.85 1.4 6.43 0.40 0.60
Forsterite 0.70 1.4 6.55 0.50 0.40
Iron 0.25 0.7 7.60 0.20 0.25
Table 6. Characteristics of the atmospheric model grids fitted on the planet full SED.
Model name Teff ∆Teff log g ∆ log g [M/H] [α]
(K) (K) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex)
BT-SETTL14 500-3000 50 3.5-5.5 0.5 0.0 0.0
500-2800 100 4.0-5.5 0.5 0.3 0.0
Exo-REM 700-2000 100 2.1-5.3 0.1 -0.5,0,0.5 0.0
Cloud AE-60 600-1025 25,50 3.5-5.0 0.1,0.3,0.5 0.0 0.0
1050-1700 100 3.5-5.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
not so much on the photometry which complements the SEDs
of the planets. This means that the fit is sensitive to a wave-
length range where the effect of dust opacity dominates, and not
so much to non-equilibrium chemistry effects which dominate
longward of 2.5 µm.
4.2. Results
The best-fitting parameters, including the dilution radii are re-
ported in Table 7. We only give the best solution found among
the five grids of Exo-REM model. We plot in Figures 5, 6, and
7 the best fitting solutions for the BT-SETTL14, Exo-REM, and
Cloud AE-60 models, respectively.
Our analysis reveals that the BT-SETTL models fail to repro-
duce the shape and the absolute fluxes of the SED of each plan-
ets simultaneously. The fitted temperatures are too high com-
pared to what is expected from the luminosity of the object, or
equivalently they produce fits with unphysical sub-Jupiter radii.
This is consistent with the conclusions derived for the dusty
L7 dwarfs WISEP J004701.06+680352.1 and PSO J318.5338-
22.8603 (Liu et al. 2013; Gizis et al. 2015), e.g. the two objects
whose SED represent the best the ones of HR8799d and e (Sec-
tion 3). In addition, the models do not provide a good fit of the
datapoints in the 3-4 µm regime while they are the only ones that
account for non-equilibrium chemistry. Manjavacas et al. (2014)
suggested that the BT-SETTL models do not seem to produce
naturally enough dust, especially at high altitude in the cloud.
The problem could be emphasized here with the HR8799 plan-
ets.
In that respect, the fit of HR8799bcde is much improved us-
ing the two sets of "thick cloud" models. This is in agreement
with the conclusions from previous studies (Madhusudhan et al.
2011; Marley et al. 2012; Currie et al. 2014; Skemer et al. 2014,
and ref. therein). However, we can still notice that the Cloud AE-
60 models do not have a pseudo-continuum slope red enough
to reproduce simultaneously the whole SEDs. Their water-band
absorption are too deep compared to the ones of the planets. In
comparison, Madhusudhan et al. (2011) find T eff 100 to 350K
lower than the ones we estimate, based on a χ2 fitting process
and the same models. These differences may arise from the lower
number of photometric points used to perform the fit and to the
fitting procedures.
The remaining issues found with the Cloud AE-60 models
are solved by the Exo-REM models. These models fit within 2σ
the whole set of photometric datapoints of the HR8799d and e
simultaneously at solar metallicity. The best fits are always ob-
tained with the Exo-REM4 grid, which corresponds to models
with the thicker clouds. The whole fit is improved – in particular
the water band absorptions – for the four planets using mod-
els with super-solar metallicity (M/H=0.5 dex). Our χ2 maps in-
dicate that the constraint onto this parameter is not significant
(< 1σ). But 88%, 79%, 100%, and 77% of the solutions found
for HR8799e, d, c, and b with the G estimator are for M/H=+0.5.
The models successfully reproduce the spectrophotometric prop-
erties of HR8799d and e for Teff = 1200 K and log g typical
of young objects (e.g. Bonnefoy et al. 2014a) and compatible
with previous studies of the planets (Marley et al. 2012, and ref
therein). The best fitting log g increases when models with in-
creasing M/H are used, as expected (Mohanty et al. 2007).
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Table 7. Fitting solutions for HR8799bcde spectral-energy distributions and the three sets of atmospheric models
Planet Model name T eff log g [M/H] R G χ2red fMC
(K) (dex) (dex) (RJup)
HR8799 b - G BT-SETTL14 1600 4.5 0.3 0.3 5.78 n.a. 0.55
Exo-REM4 1200 3.8 0.5 0.6 4.03 n.a. 0.15
Cloud AE-60 1100 3.5 0.0 0.7 6.78 n.a. 0.13
HR8799 b - χ2 BT-SETTL14 1300 3.5 0.0 0.4 n.a. 4.43 n.a.
Exo-REM4 1100 3.4 0.5 0.7 n.a. 3.76 n.a.
Cloud AE-60 1050 3.5 0.0 0.7 n.a. 3.82 n.a.
HR8799 c - G BT-SETTL14 1350 3.5 0.0 0.7 6.74 n.a. 0.18
Exo-REM4 1200 3.8 0.5 1.0 4.20 n.a. 0.33
Cloud AE-60 1200 3.5 0.0 0.9 7.63 n.a. 0.75
HR8799 c - χ2 BT-SETTL14 1350 3.5 0.0 0.7 n.a. 7.80 n.a.
Exo-REM4 1200 3.9 0.5 1.0 n.a. 4.33 n.a.
Cloud AE-60 1100 3.5 0.0 1.1 n.a. 7.51 n.a.
HR8799 d - G BT-SETTL14 1650 3.5 0.0 0.6 0.49 n.a. 0.78
Exo-REM4 1300 4.5 0.5 0.9 0.51 n.a. 0.13
Cloud AE-60 1200 3.5 0.0 1.0 3.20 n.a. 0.85
HR8799 d - χ2 BT-SETTL14 1650 3.5 0.0 0.6 n.a. 0.81 n.a.
Exo-REM4 1200 4.4 0.5 1.1 n.a. 0.84 n.a.
Cloud AE-60 1300 3.5 0.0 0.8 n.a. 3.88 n.a.
HR8799 e - G BT-SETTL14 1650 3.5 0.0 0.6 0.63 n.a. 0.56
Exo-REM4 1300 4.1 0.5 0.9 0.32 n.a. 0.13
Cloud AE-60 1100 3.5 0.0 1.2 1.42 n.a. 0.29
HR8799 e - χ2 BT-SETTL14 1300 3.5 0.0 0.7 n.a. 0.94 n.a.
Exo-REM4 1200 3.7 0.5 1.0 n.a. 0.28 n.a.
Cloud AE-60 1200 3.5 0.0 0.9 n.a. 1.50 n.a.
The Exo-REM models provide radii around 1 RJup which
are still 20 to 30% smaller than those expected from evolution-
ary models (Baraffe et al. 2003), especially for HR8799b. We
attempted a fit of the SEDs with a restrained grid (800 ≤ Teff ≤
1500, 3.0 ≤ log g ≤ 4.5) of Exo-REM models with extremely
thick clouds (τre f = 5), a mean particle size of 30 µm, and solar
metallicity (hereafter Exo-REM 6). The fit is slightly improved
(lower χ2 and G values) for HR8799b and d, but not for the c and
e planets. Moreover, the determined T eff and radii remain un-
changed. But we find that the determined log g decreases when
the content of dust increases (models 1 to 6, exept for model 5). It
is consistent with the trend seen when increasing the metallicity
for the Exo-REM4 models. This exploration of the model de-
generacies calls for more finetuning of the cloud properties (e.g.
similar to Marley et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2013), considering cases
with different dust size distributions and fully exploring the im-
pact of metallicity. We also note that despite the reasonable fit of
the SEDs found here, the Exo-REM models should be validated
on field L and T dwarf objects.
In summary, we find that the Exo-REM atmospheric models
with thick clouds provide a simultaneous fit (within 2σ) of the
SED of HR8799de for Te f f = 1200 K and log g (3-4.5 dex).
These temperatures are ∼100-200 K higher than the ones found
so far (see the summary in Skemer et al. 2014) and to evolution-
ary models predictions (from the luminosity estimate). This and
the worse fit for HR8799b imply that the cloud modelling still
needs to be improved.
5. Discussion
5.1. Are the HR8799 planets properties so peculiar?
The conclusions of the empirical analysis are in line with recent
results reporting good matches between known directly imaged
young companions and low gravity field dwarf spectra (Allers
& Liu 2013), of which some are candidate members of young
moving groups (Gagné et al. 2014c). For instance, the presently
available spectra of the exoplanet β Pictoris b are known to be
reproduced by those of young L0-L1 dwarfs (Bonnefoy et al.
2014b; Chilcote et al. 2015). The same happens for AB Pic b
(Bonnefoy et al. 2010) or 1RXS J160929.1-210524 b (Manjava-
cas et al. 2014).
Previous studies of the HR8799 planets have also proposed
that the photometric and spectroscopic properties of the objects
could be explained by 1/ disequilibrium chemistry (Barman et al.
2011a; Marley et al. 2012; Skemer et al. 2012, 2014; Ingra-
ham et al. 2014), and/or 2/ patchy atmospheres (Marley et al.
2012; Skemer et al. 2012, 2014), and/or 3/ non-solar composi-
tions (Barman et al. 2011a; Konopacky et al. 2013; Lee et al.
2013; Barman et al. 2015). The good fit in the 3-5 µm region
for the planets d and e (along with the other wavelengths), de-
spite the lack of non-equilibrium chemistry, non-solar metallic-
ity compositions, and local variation of the cloud thickness in the
models, suggest that these ingredients are not critically needed
here. Our analysis rather demonstrates that a higher content in
dust and reduced CIA of H2 resulting from a low surface grav-
ity can explain the deviation of the planet’s SED with respect to
those of standard field L and T dwarfs.
This does however not mean that such additional ingredients
do not play a role, especially for HR8799b and c. Barman et al.
(2011a) noted that the K band spectrum of the high-amplitude
variable brown dwarf T1 dwarf 2MASS J21392676+0220226
fitted well the SED of HR 8799 b. The spectrophotometric prop-
erties of the two objects representing the best the proper-
ties of HR 8799 b and c, 2MASS J13243553+6358281 and
SDSS J151643.01+305344.4, can be modeled by blended spec-
tra of L-T dwarfs, e.g. as unresolved L/T transition binary at
field dwarf ages (Burgasser et al. 2010; Geißler et al. 2011).
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the SEDs of HR8799bcde to the best-fitting BT-SETTL14 synthetic spectra found minimizing the G and χ2 goodness-of-fit
indicators. The corresponding atmospheric parameters Te f f /log g/[M/H]/[α] are reported in each panel.
Beside its possible young age, we can speculate that SDSS
J151643.01+305344.4 is a good template because the inte-
grated flux of the possible binaries mimics layered patchy at-
mospheres. Conversely, Heinze et al. (2014) find that 2MASS
J13243553+6358281 experiences high amplitude variability in
the red-optical.
The planets e and d could also be variable objets. The best
fitting template to HR8799d’s SED – PSO J318.5338-22.8603 –
was recently found to experience photometric variability in the
near-infrared (Biller et al. 2015, submitted to ApJ Letter). In ad-
dition, the red late-L dwarf WISE1738, which reproduces well
the properties of HR8799d and e also has a highly variable near-
infrared spectrum (Mace et al. 2013).
In that sense, the good fit of the planet spectra with field
dwarfs templates reddened by sub-micron iron, corundum, or
silicate grain opacities in Section 3 is in line with the conclu-
sions of Yang et al. (2015) who find that the observed variabil-
ity of L5 dwarfs can be explained by the presence of spatially
varying high-altitude haze layers above the condensate clouds.
Such a layer may exist into the planet atmospheres and could
be added to the current self-consistent cloud models (e.g. BT-
SETTL, DRIFT-PHOENIX) to bring the T eff and radii estimate
in agreement with the expectations from evolutionary models.
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Fig. 6. Same as Figure 5 but for the Cloud AE-60 models from Madhusudhan et al. (2011).
5.2. Masses and diversity among the HR8799 system
Marois et al. (2008), Marois et al. (2010), and Currie et al.
(2011b) used the bolometric luminosity of the planets to esti-
mate masses of 5,7,7, and 7 MJup for HR8799b,c,d and e, re-
spectively if the system is 30 Myr old. We retrieve the same
luminosity – and then mass estimate – for HR8799d and e us-
ing the bolometric correction estimated for the dusty L7 dwarf
WISE0047 by Gizis et al. (2015). The radii and log g derived
from the best atmospheric model fit yield masses marginally
consistent with these values. This is most likely due to the in-
complete exploration of the degeneracies between log g, T eff ,
M/H, and the cloud properties, and also to remaining uncertain-
ties in the models. A revision of these mass estimate based on
evolutionary models coupling the interior with atmospheres con-
taining thick cloud layers would also be needed (e.g. Burrows
et al. 2011; Marley et al. 2012).
It is worth comparing the original mass estimates of the plan-
ets to the conclusions from the empirical analysis. The planets
d and e have very close SEDs and are both fitted by dusty L7
dwarfs. The ages of the two best fitting templates, and the po-
sition of the objects in the color-color diagrams with respect to
the reddening vectors produced by silicate, corundum, and iron
grains, suggest that the remaining differences between the SED
of the two planets may come from slight differences on the cloud
properties and atmospheric parameters (as suggested by the Exo-
REM models). On the contrary, the deeper water-band absorp-
tion of HR8799c and the semi-empirical fit rather indicate that
this planet has a later spectral type. HR8799b pursues this trend
(Section 3). The COND hot-start evolutionary models (Baraffe
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Fig. 7. Same as Figure 5 but for the Exo-REM models.
et al. 2003) predict that the log g of the four planets should
be nearly the same (3.90-4.04 dex) assuming that the mass can
be safely derived from the object luminosity and cooling tracks.
Therefore, this suggests that 1/ a tiny change in log g and/or T eff
and/or composition in-between the planets d and e and the plan-
ets b and c is also responsible for the observed differences, or 2/
the T eff – therefore the mass if the hot-start scenario holds – of
planets d and e are identical, but the T eff and mass of HR8799c
and then b are lower.
6. Conclusions
We used a compilation of SPHERE photometry and spectra
in addition to 1-5 µm photometry of the four planets around
HR8799 to reinvestigate the properties of these objects. We
demonstrate that the 1-5 µm spectro-photometric properties of
HR 8799 d and e are similar to those of the population of dusty
L dwarfs with estimated spectral type L6-L8 dwarfs that start to
be unearthed in the solar neighborough. We show in addition
that the spectrophotometric properties of HR8799b and c are
reproduced exclusively by the SED of proposed young, and/or
binary candidates, and/or variable early-T brown dwarfs that
we reddened by the opacity of sub-micronic silicate (enstatite,
forsterite), corundum, or iron grains, e.g. species expected to be
abundant in the atmosphere of brown dwarf and young warm
giant planet atmospheres.
We use the BT-SETTL, Exo-REM, and Madhusudhan et al.
(2011) models to confirm that models with thick clouds repro-
duce better the 1-5 µm flux and spectral shape of the planets.
Despite the increased number of photometric points, the Exo-
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REM models fit the whole SED of HR8799d and e within 2σ.
They provide T eff in the range 1100-1300 K for HR8799d and e
and fitted radii almost consistent with predictions from hot-start
evolutionary models. The models still fail to reproduce the shape
and absolute fluxes of HR8799 b and c. Because the Exo-REM
models do not consider non-equilibrium chemistry and patchy
atmospheres, we conclude that these two ingredients are not crit-
ically needed to explain the properties of HR8799d and e. In-
stead, the analysis confirms that the atmosphere of these planets
is heavily affected by dust opacity.
The long-slit spectroscopic mode of SPHERE should soon
be able to provide higher resolution spectra (R∼400) of the plan-
ets from 1 to 1.8 µm and extend the spectra coverage to the K-
band, as shown by Hinkley et al. (2015) and Maire et al. (submit-
ted to A&A). The ALES integral field spectrograph (currently
being installed on the LBT/LMIRCam instrument) will also be
able to extend the spectral coverage of the planets up to 5 µm
(Skemer et al. 2015). Together, the new data could bring addi-
tional constraints on the surface gravity, cloud properties, en-
richments at formation, and role of non-equibrium chemistry in
the atmosphere of these planets.
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